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Abstract: The evasion of law practice to obtain the legality of marriage is the focus of this paper, because interfaith marriage in Indonesia is prohibited. Its argue that when marriage is interpreted as a predestination from God as the basis of its justification, the conversion of the beliefs of different religion couples marriage is considered reasonable. The phrase "in the name of love" are not the main factor that drives a person to convert his beliefs for marriage, but rational and pragmatic considerations of the bride and groom. Conversion of beliefs in ways of interfaith couples to negotiate with the law, so that the marriage gets legality, both in religious law and state law. The practice of converting this belief shows that the culture of religious conversion law in Indonesia tends to be negative adaptive. The impact of the legal culture that is wrapped in the words magic and patriarchal culture makes women victims, because the majority of women do religious conversion.
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1. Introduction

The issue of interfaith marriage has long history. Facts show that it happened in the 16th century, that is, since the Silk Road connecting Asia to Europe and the Mediterranean. Despite its existence for centuries, the issue is still relevant. The reason is that interfaith marriages are very complicated, due to problems, behavior, and decisions of couples of different religions which in the end color the legal and religious life in parts of the world. In short, interfaith marriages are multi-faceted and multifaceted which penetrates castes, ethnicities, religions, politics, space.

1 Erika B. Seamon, Interfaith Marriage In America: The Transformation Of Religion And Christianity, First Published In 2012 By Palgrave Macmillan® In The United States— A Division Of St. Martin’s Press Llc, 175, Fifth Avenue, New York, Ny 1001 p. 12.
4 Giok Hun Pue, “Choose One!”: Challenges of Inter-Ethnic Marriages in Malaysia, Asian Social Science; Vol. 9, No. 17, Published by Canadian Center of Science and Education, 2013, p. 269, compare to interethnic marriage in Inggris, see Christopher Bagley, “Patterns of inter-ethnic marriage in Great Britain,” Phylon (1960) 33.4 (1972): p. 373-379.
12 Dian Septiandani, Dharu Triasih, and Dewi Tuti Muryati. "Legal Formulation of Marriage of Different Religions For The Benefit of
In the context of state law politics in Indonesia, the state has regulated marriage in Law No. 1 of 1975 (hereinafter referred to as the Marriage Law), and other implementing legal rules. The presence of the Marriage Law is the starting point for renewal, codification and unification of marriage law in Indonesia, which is expected to end the era of marriage law pluralism, even though the mission is still considered a failure. Generally the 1974 Marriage Law has succeeded in creating legal unification, but there are some issues that still need further regulation, for example interfaith marriage. Interfaith marriage basically refers to the understanding of a couple having different religious backgrounds. Article 28B paragraph (1) of the Indonesian Constitution states that every person has the right to form a family and to continue the descent through a legal marriage, without discrimination. Meanwhile, Article 2 paragraph (1) of the Marriage Law states that marriage is legal, if it is carried out according to the laws of each religion and that belief. The provisions of this article do not cause problems for couples who are of the same religion, but it becomes a big problem for couples of different religions. The problem is rooted from the statement that marriage is considered legitimate if it is carried out based on the religious law of the couple.


Fathul Hedi, Abdul Ghofur Anshori, Harun, Legal Policy of Interfaith Marriage in Indonesia, Hasanuddin Law Review, Volume 3 Issue 3, December 2017, p. 268


It is identified that interfaith marriages in Indonesia are often carried out with legal smuggling in order to find legal loopholes for marriage legitimacy. This action triggers a diversity of legal cultures in conducting marriages and marriage registration places. Abdurrahman said the way in which interfaith couples get married is: one of the partners follows their spouse’s religious beliefs and marries according to the partner’s religion (either formality, coercion or without coercion); and the couple still maintains their belief.

18 Myengkyo Seo, “Falling in love and changing Gods: Inter-religious marriage and religious conversion in Java, Indonesia,” Indonesian Studies 7064; the study was conducted in several cities in Indonesia, both in the form of state rules, judges’ decisions, and Fatwa from religious experts, the issue of conflict management in families is different religion, the model of child care in interfaith marriages, and the association of children from interfaith marriages are also not spared from the study.

19 The subject of interfaith marriage in Indonesia has been analyzed from various perspectives. For example, religious conversion from interfaith couples in several cities in Indonesia, interfaith marriage discourse in Indonesian constitutional arrangements, marriage law in Indonesia, both in the form of state rules, judges’ decisions, and Fatwa from religious experts, the issue of conflict management in families is different religion, the model of child care in interfaith marriages, and the association of children from interfaith marriages are also not spared from the study.

20 It is identified that interfaith marriages in Indonesia are often carried out with legal smuggling in order to find legal loopholes for marriage legitimacy. This action triggers a diversity of legal cultures in conducting marriages and marriage registration places. Abdurrahman said the way in which interfaith couples get married is: one of the partners follows their spouse’s religious beliefs and marries according to the partner’s religion (either formality, coercion or without coercion); and the couple still maintains their belief.
religious beliefs in a second way the procedure of marriage is done alternatively. Meanwhile, Wahyono Darmabratra said there were four other ways, namely filing a court ruling, marriage carried out according to each religion, temporary submission to one of the religious laws and marriage abroad. This paper explains that interfaith marriages do not only occur in urban areas, but also occur in rural areas such as in Purbo Pekalongan. It emphasizes the meaning of couples of different religions about their marriage and legal culture when they determine the choice of legal smuggling before the marriage takes place. We believe that diversity in adhering to or not adhering to the legal regulations of marriage, raises a variety of legal cultures.

Generally the couple believe that their marriage is a destiny of God, then it is used as a basis for justification, then the conversion of the beliefs of couples of different religions during marriage is considered normal. In addition, the magic words "in the name of love" are not the main reason a person to convert his belief in marriage. It is simply a rational and pragmatic consideration. The conversion of beliefs is successful because it is wrapped in magic words "in the name of love" in a patriarchal culture environment. As a result, in the implementation of the marriage with a different beliefs background, the majority of the bride's beliefs are "sacrificed" to be converted. This is done with the aim that the marriage gets legality, both in religious law and state law. Thus, the practice of converting beliefs shows the legal culture of marital implementation of couples who are different from the way conversions occur that tend to be negative adaptation.

The study on the meaning and culture of the marriage law of interfaith couples is important, because a reality of marriage involving two persons of different religions cannot be interpreted in black and white, but needs to be described contextually. Based on the issue marital legitimacy based on the religious law of the bride and groom, in reality it raises a number of multi-faceted difficulties, so the phenomenon of partners' conversion of faith before the marriage in Purbo, Pekalongan is interesting to study. The reason is that the phenomenon of interfaith marriage occurs in remote areas, southern part of Pekalongan which is on the Dieng mountainous land. This area was the target of Christianization in the Era of Dutch Colonial Government. In contrast to other Pekalongan regions which are predominantly Muslim, Muslims in Purbo actually become a minority group. In addition, there are quite a few marriages of interfaith couples in the region, there are about 13 couples with different religious backgrounds and marriages and langurs to this day.

A. Interfaith Marriage is Destiny of God

Marriage is basically a religious matter, carried out by two people of different sex who pledge a sacred promise as husband and wife to form a happy family and get offspring, including residents in Purbo. Purbo is located around 45 km from Kajen as the center of the regional government of Pekalongan Regency. Purbo is like most lives in the rural areas of Indonesia, where the demographic data is relatively plural in terms of age, sex, occupation, education, religion and so on. The population of Purbo Hamlet is 209 people, consisting of 103 men and 106 women. The number of family heads is recorded as 63 households with the majority of their education being 63% of primary (elementary and junior high school). Livelihoods are quite diverse, but farmers and laborers are the most dominant 72%. Christianity dominates more, namely 136 people (65%) and Islam as many as 73 people (35%). However, at present there is a significant downward trend in the number of followers of the Christian religion in the Purbo region and its surroundings significantly.

The existence and dominance of Christianity in Purbo, is actually inseparable from the history of religious Christianization in Java carried out by Zending and Kyai Sadrach. Precisely since the construction of the Parent Church (Javanese Apostolic Church) in 1881 in the Kasimpang region and then spread to Cemiring, Karangkobar, Purbo, and Katembelan. Therefore, it is not excessive, if access in the economic sector and public facilities in this
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26Compare that with Sintang et al., who focus on the phenomenon of religious conversion to Islam by different religious partners in Sabah Malaysia, namely pre-conversion and post-religious conversion solely to create harmony in the family... Sintang, Suraya; Hambali, Khadijah; Baharuddin, Azizan; Ahmad, Mahmud; Nor, Mohd Roslan Mohd; et al. “Conversion to Islam and interfaith marriage in Sabah Malaysia “ Ahdaf Journal; Omdurman Vol. 31, Iss. 1, (Jun 2014): p. 46-69.


28Compare that with Sintang et al. who focus on the phenomenon of religious conversion to Islam by different religious partners in Sabah Malaysia, namely pre-conversion and post-religious conversion solely to create harmony in the family... Sintang, Suraya; Hambali, Khadijah; Baharuddin, Azizan; Ahmad, Mahmud; Nor, Mohd Roslan Mohd; et al. “Conversion to Islam and interfaith marriage in Sabah Malaysia “ Ahdaf Journal; Omdurman Vol. 31, Iss. 1, (Jun 2014): p. 46-69.


31There are four patterns carried out by The Dutch Zending...Sadrach community, Mass Baptist for Former PKI and Harmony of Public Relations. Read M. Alie Humaeedi, ibid, p. 221

32Deliar Noer, Gerakan Modern Islam di Indonesia 1900-1942, Jakarta: LP3ES, 1982

33Partonadi, Ibid, p. 42-54

34M. Alie Humaeedi, ibid, p. 219.
region is predominantly owned by Christians. There are two churches namely the Indonesian Bethel Church (GBI) and the Javanesse Church (GKI), one Christian Kindergarten (TK) and one Christian Primary School (SD), one Christian Library and one public burial place for residents, with the position of Muslim tombs is in the upper land while the non-Muslim tombs are in the lower land. There are only one mosque, the only public facility for the Islamic community.

The religion social life in Purbo is orderly and peacefully, with a high tolerance among religious people, because the existence of local wisdom originating from Javanesse philosophy *arip bebrayana karo iyane* (living in harmony with other people / creatures). This situation makes conducive marriage between religious partners in Purbo a necessity. Many factors influence it, including structure, economy and culture.

Marriage is a pleasing, moving and unforgettable moment for the thirteen interfaith couples in Purbo. They said that the marriage was not an easy thing to do because of religious differences and because there was rejection not only by relatives but also by friends. The existence of these refusals made their marriage a great event that was unforgettable throughout their lives. The experience has drained tears, mentality and energy. They fight for their love and come out as winners with a distinct marriage. They believe that despite different religions and many obstacles, they are married to God's destiny. God's destiny cannot be canceled by anyone. They believe that if marriage is God's destiny, then No human strength can refuse it. As Wahyuni said:

"Being able to get married and have children is my dream as a woman, even though it is full of struggle, many tears and energy are drained, but God blessed, maybe it has become my destiny to marry a husband of a different religion, I am a Christian, with an Islamic husband, so we cannot refuse it. Parents and even large families cannot block, if God has willed. This is a sign that this is my soulmate who was given by God and we have to live it even though it was very difficult at first, because we had to move to Islam and were expelled from home. This is my life choice to be with the people we love. It's fate from God."

On the husband's side also argued that love and soul mate are God's gifts and power, I was born in a Christian family, I am sure the love of Jesus Christ brought me and my wife together. I met while attending Nursing D3 Course in Semarang. My wife is Muslim, but because of love we finally got married even though my wife's parents did not approve. Getting married is a sign of the victory of our love. I really appreciate the sacrifice of a wife who wants to convert to Christianity, so marriage can be done, and praise God we are happy until now with our two children.

The fact revealed that the informants' understanding of love and marriage have similarities among different religious couples in Purbo turned, and at the same time there is a shift, especially the meaning of ideal marriage. The majority of informants interpret the value of love as the key determinant in the occurrence of marriage. Scheler says that the mind is blind to values. Values cannot be seen and felt with the mind, but can be conveyed and felt through emotional institutions. Institutions have the right ability to capture and feel values and without requiring prior sensory experience of related objects. This is captured and felt by the informants, that when the mind is filled with feelings of love for their partner, the expression of love is blind is true. Satre defines the value as the basic assumption about what idealare desire, so they, ultimately ignore the values that forbid that interfaith marriages are not permissible based on the scriptures, so that marriage occurs.

The majority of informants also interpret marriage as a legitimate bond between husband and wife to form a family and continue the offspring. Aristotle said that men and women are united for reproductive purposes, not because of intentions but natural impulses. But in the context of marriages of religious partners in Purbo it turns out that it is not as Aristotle said, because the motive for continuing descent in marriage is intention of the 13 couples. So we
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36 The Dusun Purbo monograph, justified by Mr. Widiyanto as Head of Purbo and H. Busun Hamlets as Islamic Religious Leaders and Pastor Heru from GKI Purbo representing Christian figures.
37 Interviews with religious leaders and community leaders in Purbo. Compare with tolerance in Mbawa Village, West Nusa Tenggara, where the population is Muslim, Protestant and Catholic. Harmonization there is more tied to the cosmological concept that originates from traditions that are bound to "land". See I Made Purna, "Kearifan Lokal Masyarakat Desa Mbawa Dalam Mewujudkan Toleransi Beragama." Jurnal Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 1.2 (2016): p. 261-277.
39 S. Hawwa, From cross to crescent: Religious conversion of Filipina domestic helpers in Hong Kong, Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations, 11, 2000, p. 347-367
40 T. Klein, "Interracial marriage between Germans and foreigners in Germany, " Journal of Comparative Family Studies, 32-3, 2001, p. 325
41 Interview with Wahyuni during FGD di rumah Kepala Dusun Purbo, Sabtu tanggal 5 Juli 2018. Pendapat yang sama juga dibenarkan oleh Martini, Martiayana, Turah, Emy Risnati, Tupartani, Nur Aziah, Ngarish and Atik.
42 Interview with Yanuar who is currently working as a nurse at the Kalisari Hospital in Batang Regency, during a FGD at the house of the head of the hamlet of Purbo (Widiyanto), Saturday, July 5, 2019. His wife Emy Risnati, who was a Muslim, now embraces Christianity. He works as a nurse in Budi Rahayu Hospital, Pekalongan City.
agree with Hadikusuma\textsuperscript{46}, who said that the purpose of marriage is not just to justify sexual relations, but there is a nobler goal of forming a family on the basis of love and obtaining a legitimate offspring.

The fact in Purbo also shows a shift in the meaning of the nature of marriage from thirteen couples. The shift was seen from the initial concept of ideal marriage according to the informant. The initial concept of informants when they were single was "marriage must be a believer" but when meeting and falling in love with a partner the concept changed, namely "marriage does not have to be a partner, provided there is a factor of love". The shift in the meaning of ideal marriage occurs along with the intensity of interaction between them, which impacts on a positive assessment of the prospective partner. This condition ultimately changes their perspective on love and ideal marriage turns out not to have a partner. The two symbols of "love and marriage" are then compiled as a result of mutual agreement. Sudiono said this.

"Before I was married, I had the principle that marriage must be religious, because it was taught by parents and Bible, but my outlook changed when I fell in love with my wife. I have a principle that love must be married, if you don't marry, it's not love. We must be willing to fight, sacrifice, including religion so that we can live together because the rules are not allowed, even though the family forbids it, but my wife and I are well established, and finally we are married\textsuperscript{47}.

Refering to the facts about the nature of marriage from the thirteen different religious couples in Purbo, it is true that on the one hand it strengthens Blumer's thesis on symbolic interactivity\textsuperscript{48}. However, on the other hand, it shows the development of Blumer's thesis, that the thesis does not only stop at the third level, because there is a fourth level as the starter. This fourth level shows that the enhanced meanings are then compromised and become the result of a shared consensus of the social interactions carried out.

The majority of informants consider that marriage is an order of religious teachings, and ideal marriage is a believer. The source of meaning is obtained from the Scriptures and education in the family. Families always teach and encourage their children to marry those who believe, and prohibit intimate associations with non-believers\textsuperscript{49}. But overtime, their understanding of marriage must eventually grow and experience change, when informants meet and interact intensely with potential partners. These interactions eventually foster positive perceptions about potential partners. They are attracted to each other, fall in love, and are comfortable with each other. This condition ultimately undermines the concept of marriage as a religious change that marrying couples of different religions is not a problem as long as they love each other and are committed to forming a family. The process of shifting the meaning of the marriage nature is in line with what Blumer said that humans act or behave towards other humans basically based on the meaning they wear to other parties.\textsuperscript{50}

The majority of informants stated this phenomenon, one of which was Nur Azizah.

"I was grown up in a Muslim family, and schooled in a madrasah outside the city. Since childhood, my parents have advised me to be good at taking care of myself and looking for a husband who is in the same faith. I also agreed, because I was sure that having a Christian husband would be difficult. But my view changed after meeting Siswanto. I think that couples do not have to have the same religion. What good is religion without love and responsibility? Siswanto gives kindness, attention and love. I also love, so I want to marry him, even though at first the family refused, and tried to prevent our marriage, but finally allowed because Siswanto wanted to convert to Islam when he was married, thank God he converted to Islam until now and we are sure it is Allah's destiny\textsuperscript{51}."

The explanation above indicates that the majority of couples of different religions interpret that love is the gateway to marriage, the marriage is the destiny of God besides the life choices that must be lived. Therefore, the shifting meaning of marriage to phenomena occurs massively, when they interpret that the root of marriage is no longer a matter of religion but because love is the basis of their marital motives, the dimensions of destiny and the power of God are also used as justification.

B. Premarital Religion Conversion: Negative Adaptive Law Culture

Satjipto Rahardjo stated that in order to understand the reality of law is not enough to read the legal texts, but also at the time the legal texts are interpreted and work as legal norms in society. Rahardjo said the law's interpretation by this society is important to be examined, because it is not a law, not just because of its substantial legal substance, its complete and modern legal structure, but also its legal culture.


\textsuperscript{46}Hadikusuma Hilman, Hukum Perkawinan Indonesia : Menurut Perundangan Hukum Adat dan Hukum Agama, Mandar Maju, Bandung (2007), p. 17

\textsuperscript{47}Interview with Sudiono (Kristen) who was married to Turah (formerly a Moslem now Christian), during the FGD at the house of the Head of Purbo Hamlet, Saturday, July 5, 2017

\textsuperscript{48} Dadi Ahmadi, "Interaksi Simbolik: Suatu Pengantar." MediaTor (Jurnal Komunikasi) 9.2 (2008): p. 301-316

\textsuperscript{49}The phenomenon of the prohibition of parents to children to date and marry couples of different religions also occurs in modern families in United tates. SeeSilham Yahya danSimon Boag “My Family Would Crucify Me!": The Perceived Influence of Social Pressure on Cross-Cultural and Interfaith Dating and Marriage, Sexuality and Culture, December 2014, Volume 18, Issue 4, p. 759–772, compare to Israel, where the state makes restrictions to

\textsuperscript{50}Dadi Ahmadi, ibid, p. 301-316

\textsuperscript{51}Interview with Nur Azizah which was justified by her husband (Siswanto) during the FGD at the house of the Head of Purbo Hamlet, Saturday, July 5, 2017. The same opinion was also confirmed by Martini, Martiayana, Turah, Emy Risnati, Tupartini, Nur Azizah, Ngarisih, Kasodah, Sudiono and his friends.
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Legal culture is the attitudes, perceptions, beliefs of values, thoughts, and one's expectations of the rule of law. In short, legal culture is the mood of an person who determines he is using (obedience), avoiding abusing it dependensively on one's interests.

A person's interest in a rule of law, eventually triggers a diversity of legal cultures. It is no exception for the interests of interfaith couples when they want to get married, which are not permitted under Article 2 paragraph (1) of the Marriage Law. Article 2 paragraph (1) says marriage is considered valid if it is carried out based on the laws of religion and their respective beliefs. In reality, according to Purbo informants, it turns out that the fulfillment of the clauses in Article 2 paragraph (1) turns out to be difficult problems.

First of all, the family is colored by "inner warfare and psywar." Concretely, the difficulties experienced by this couple are usually in the form of opposition and denial from the relatives in the form of psychological violence (being reviled, isolated), physical violence (beaten, kicked) and economic violence (expelled from family, not considered a child, ostracized). Some cases in Pakistan have even been burned and killed by their families. The second burden is the marriage registration, due to the fact that until now there is no special institution that serves the marriage registration of interfaith couples if they refer to Article 2 paragraph (2) of the Marriage Law. Article 2 paragraphs (2) say that every marriage is recorded according to the applicable law, only OFFICE OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS is unavailable for Muslims and the Civil Registry Office for non-Muslims. The table below shows the legal culture carried out by 13 couples in Purbo in order to monitor marital law.

### Table 1: Legal Culture of Different Religion Marriage Couples in Carrying Out Marriage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of Husband - Wife</th>
<th>Marriage Place / Marriage performed by</th>
<th>Who changed Religion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kasdolah-Wahyuni</td>
<td>The house of the Head of the Village / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sutegah-Martini</td>
<td>The house of the Husband / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Warsito-Martiyanaya</td>
<td>Local Indonesia Religious Office Affairs / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Penggir-Tuwuh</td>
<td>The house of the Husband / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Suritno-Karyati</td>
<td>Local Indonesia Religious Office Affairs / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tasrib-Suparti</td>
<td>Local Indonesia Religious Office Affairs / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Muslim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bejo - Saminah</td>
<td>Local Indonesia Religious Office Affairs / local Muslim Leader - Duhuri</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Muhidi-Ngarisih</td>
<td>Local Indonesia Religious Office Affairs / local Muslim Leader</td>
<td>The wife became a Moslem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to Wahyono Darmabratra's thesis on the four marital legal smuggling carried out by interfaith couples, then the legal culture of the bride and groom in Purbo tends to choose to submit to the procedures of their partner's religious law by converting their religion. The legal smuggling by converting religion before the marriage is taken place. Their perception is that religious conversion is the most practical, less expensive and more rational compared to other methods. This is understandable because other legal smuggling models, which are relatively more complicated and costly, claim that they live in remote areas and have low income, especially if they have to marry abroad. All informants admit that religious conversion is the best way. For example Siswanto said as follows:

"I know that interfaith marriages are not allowed by state rules, so to be able to get married and get a marriage book/certificate (recognized by the state), I converted to religion before my wife married. I am only a factory worker, a small salary is certainly not possible for me to go to a court that is far away in Pekalongan City. The cost of transport to the city and the cost of taking care of the permit in the court must be expensive. The process must also be complicated. So I choose the most practical and inexpensive method. I just converted. After all, I don't need to spend money, just say the creed in front of the clerics. After that, marriage can be done by the head of the Indonesia Religious Office Affairs (Kantor Urusan Agama/KUA).

C. Interfaith Marriage: Bargaining Power of Women is Always Weak

In Purbo as well as other parts of Indonesia, the marriage system is endogamy, where parents and families participate in regulating it, therefore, the role and involvement of the groom's family as organizers for the preparation and implementation of marriages involving different religious partners becomes very dominant. Married with different religion partners is not an easy thing. Field studies show that
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52Faisal, Memahami Hukum Progresif, (Thafa Media : Yogyakarta, 2014), p. 23
53Kamruzaman, ibid, p. 45
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the majority of interfaith couples always face challenges and rejection, even though they are finally accepted. Of the 13 couples in Purbo, 12 women chose to follow the husband’s religion, with details: 8 Christian women converted to Islam (became Muslim), and 4 Muslim women converted to Christianity, and only 1 male moving Islam following the religion of his Muslim wife. In other words, they prefer to convert religion to their partner’s religion before carrying out their marriage, and the majority of women convert their religion to follow the religion of their husbands.

We assume there are two challenges namely Internal challenges among couples faces some difficulties in carrying out the conformity and adjustment between husband and wife, both pre and post-interfaith marriage. While the external challenges are they become “victims and isolated from their communities”. Generally, they get discriminatory treatment, stigma will not be happy or actions that are considered as stupid/big wrong actions, experience violence (especially psychological and physical), pressure, threats, rejection and even hostility by both family, friends and society. Paul H. Besanceney stressed that family and friends are often unhappy and try to discourage the couple, with the hope that marriage does not occur, because interfaith marriages are considered a deviation from religious, social norms and in the past are considered as criminal acts.

Even so, again in the name of love they still do marriage with their partners by converting their religion. In the context of legal culture as seen in table 1, it appears that 12 women (90%) converted and followed the religion of their husbands, and only 1 woman (10%) continued to maintain her religion even her husband who converted to Islam before marriage. Some informants claimed to voluntarily convert to religion, namely: Martini (becoming Islam), Karyati (becoming Islam), and Tuwuh (becoming Christian). The reason is they feel comfortable when hanging out with their partners and are familiar with environmental conditions (neighbors, schools, caring for them in the family), and the reasons for getting God's guidance or demands. While those who felt forced to convert to religion, namely: Wahyuni (becoming Islam), Atik (becoming a Christian), Tupartini (becoming a Christian), Maritiana (becoming an Islam), Emmy (becoming a Christian), Saminah (becoming an Islam), and those who felt forced by husband’s spouse and family, as experienced by Ngarisih (becoming a Christian) and Turah (becoming a Christian).

"I got married at 23 years old and my family often complained because I didn't get married at a young age like the other girls. I converted to Islam following my husband, rather than we were labeled as an old maiden and not married. I entered Islam willingly because it was my own choice, even though my family protested but finally agreed. They say it's up to me. I pronounce the sentence of creed in Kyai Saleh's house, because I think it is natural for women to join their husbands, including religion, because we will live with their husbands. Even though we were born Christians and used to worship at GKJ Purbo Church, but parents always taught that wives were obedient and devoted to their husbands. So if they want to be happy they must be obedient and loyal to their husbands. Honestly it's hard and hard at first. In the past our extended family did not like my husband, but after there were children, they would accept it even though it was not entirely his son-in-law, but if I and his grandchildren remained completely sincere"

In the case of Saminah, the selective principle of getting a partner is ignored. Se tends to want to get married even if he has to convert because of the stigma of the spinster. This is slightly different from the experience experienced by the Turah, who converted his religion because he was forced by his spouse's family and relatives.

"My family is Muslim; I meet my husband in my relative's house. I converted to Christianity because before marriage. I was asked by my husband and his family to convert, if we wanted to marry. My parents and family are angry and disagree. I was expelled from home, and I was welcomed by my husband's family. They took care of our marriage conditions and prepared a party at his house. As a woman who has not been recognized by the family, I finally converted to Christianity, praise God our household is happy. I diligently joined the service at Purbo GBBChurch with my family. Everything needs a struggle, a long enough time for me to follow the Christian procedure. Indeed, now my family has accepted us as husband and wife, but we feel that there is a distance that cannot be said to date, like broken glass, although it can be repaired but not intact. That's what we feel"

The fact above shows the legal culture of most women in conducting their marriages is by converting their religion, because they forced. Under these conditions, women are vulnerable to violence. Muhammad M. Haj-Yahia said that the conversion of beliefs carried out by real women in the feminist dimension could be considered as a form of violence against women (psychologically), but was not seriously questioned because of the strong patriarchal
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55Data that has been analyzed is based on field observations, interviews and focus group discussions during June to August 2017.
56Hutapea, ibid, p. 104
57Kamruzzaman, ibid, p. 45
60Different results were shown by Nawari Ismail, his findings in 5 villages in Mlati Selaman Subdistrict because there were men who mostly converted to religion when they were going to get married with their partners who happened to be different religions. Read Nawari Ismail, Keluarga Beda Agama dalam Masyarakat Jawa Perkotaan, hasil penelitian yang didanai DIKTI-LP3 UMY, Yogyakarta, 2010, p. 1-56.
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culture. Twelve women, who convert religion, generally are familiar with Javanese traditions and culture that tend to be patriarchic. This condition turned out to affect the viewpoint of women about the concept of women who are good at marriage, must be obedience, loyalty and willingness to sacrifice for their families.

In Purbo, the majority of wives tend to follow the husband's religion. Muhammad Ansor, and Yaser Amri, said that under pressure from tradition and patriarchal culture, women from religious minority groups felt more comfortable when they made adjustments to the religion of the majority group. Although the results from Jansen show the opposit results. Jansen shows the intersection between gender and religious conversion in Jordan Muslim women are a majority group, but it is they who convert religion to the religion of their husbands despite the minority Christians.

Mnookin and Kornhauser with the concept of game theory have shown that marital conditions are an arena of bargaining between couples, as well as bargaining between families, including in Purbo. The bargaining power of the majority of women in Purbo is also weak, they relent more to convert their religion. This phenomenon is influenced by the dominance of patriarchal culture in the life of Javanese women. The dominance of patriarchal culture in Asia (including Java) raises positive and negative stigma attached to women with a distinctive figure. Positive stigma, the woman in the picture is different from the obedient wife, the person who is willing to sacrifice, the lover who is pleasant (sensual). While Pimental describes the characteristics of oriental women is obedient, attentive and family-oriented.

Meanwhile, the negative stigma attached to Asian women, which is labeled as Dragon ladies, Geisha girls, Chinese dolls, Lotus Blossom Babies are identical to erotic, sex, sensual and mysterious and women who are deceitful, materialistic, opportunistic, wealthy targets (gold digger), and cunning.

We are of the opinion that the positive stigma attached to the female figure that is mostly familiar with Javanese tradition and culture on the one hand is an advantage, but at the same time also shows its weaknesses. This weakness is often exploited and manipulated by other parties in the name of love and sacrifice, so that the bargaining power before making marriages with different religious partners is weak. Therefore we argue that regardless of the conditions and motives, in every interfaith marriage women are in a weak and always defeated position. Women “forced” to follow the husband's religion. The conversion of religion drives women in a complicated position. Our opinion reinforces Jansen's opinion that women often become parties who must adjust to their partner's religion, because of patriarchal culture.

Women, sociologically often lose the power of agents in the determination of religion to be followed. Women are asked to adjust to the religion of their husbands. But it is different from the opinion of Seo and Gooren. Seo said gender is not a determining factor for someone to change their religion about the reason for marriage. There is a negative correlation between marriage and the obligation to follow the husband's religion. While Gooren said that couples who have stronger religious commitments (regardless of men or women) tend to invite couples to convert. Seo also believes that economic factors and domicile determine who must change interfaith marriages.

Apart from the differences of opinion above, one achievement for women who convert to religion in Purbo shows that women have a good adaptation system to protect themselves and their families from situations that endanger themselves and their families. This condition is different from women who convert their religion to husband's religion (Islam) in Western countries, not influenced by the number of minorities, patriarchal culture or situations that threaten themselves and their families, but solely because they are interested in the concept of Islamic feminism.

The above fact also shows that the ease with which one converts one's religion before marriage further highlight Hather's thesis which shows that religion is a private matter that can be negotiated in marriage. In addition, it also shows that marriage is a special social event, so it is not only a matter of the bride and groom but also the business of two nuclear families and their extended family. The moment of marriage is often a venue for large family gatherings,
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relatives and colleagues, so that the most important role in the organization is family. In addition to involving the family, marriage also involves two ethnic groups and two different groups of friends.

In addition, our analysis shows that women religious conversion for women is not an easy thing, both before and after marriage. The majority said that acts of religious conversion before marriage did not get approval from parents and family. After marriage, they have difficulty adapting to their spouse, family and new environment. It is also difficult to reconnect with their family. This fact confirms Lindenberg’s opinion that even though couples have successfully converted their religion, and try to adapt to the new environment to be well received by their spouse, family, friends and new environment, in the midst of efforts to bridge differences, at the same time each group change, make firm boundaries and try to distance themselves from outsiders. Strictly speaking, even though religious conversion and adaptation efforts were carried out, at the same time there was a breakdown and a breakup of relations with the family.

This condition was experienced and recognized by the thirteen couples in Purbo, especially women even though they claimed to be happy and harmonious with their partners. This was realized by the thirteen couples to commit to building happiness and harmony in the family, after winning love. Bellah said that religiosity can improve the quality of marriage depending on the commitment of each individual. For couples who have a lack of religious understanding, the happiness of marriage comes from the commitment that it builds; the relationship becomes good if the commitment is high and vice versa. In addition, a person becomes obedient or disobedient to his new religion, depends on the response between partners. In other words, negotiating religion in marriage will affect one’s identity politics. Changes in women’s identity politics are seen after undergoing marriage, which converts to become Muslim women, while apostates become Christian congregations.

This action is forced to convert religion, because it is the easiest, practical and not high cost, when compared with the other three models of legal smuggling. This is as stated by the Envoy and justified by other informants.

“We know that marriage with two different religions is not allowed, so we negotiated first and finally our wife converted to Islam. We think that’s the only way we can get married. Converting religion is not costly, the wife said two sentences of creed, and we also can get married in front of the prince and get a marriage certificate from Talun Office Of Religious Affairs.”

The explanation shows that they understand interfaith marriage is prohibited by the rule of law, and they only know the solution is by religious conversion. Ratno Lukito said that religious conversion occurs because of the demands of work, consideration due to family, marriage, efforts to cure, factors of education, obtaining guidance from God, and interfaith marriages are prohibited by state law. Meanwhile, Dwisaptani and Setiawan said that there were three reasons for religious conversion among Javanese people, namely the failure to find God in their religion, the weakness of religious values in family life and the conflict or crisis they experienced but their religion did not provide a solution. Furthermore Dwisaptani and Setiawan also said that religious conversion in interfaith marriages was carried out due to administrative considerations, although some were more substantial. While Atabik Hasin said that religious conversion can be influenced by the following factors: Obedience to parents, ease of marital administration and ignorance of religious teachings. If referring to Ratno Lukito’s thesis, the conversion of religion by the bride in Purbo, more because the reason for interfaith marriage is prohibited in Indonesia, whereas if it refers to the opinion of Dwisaptani and Setiawan, religious conversion occurs because of the weak religious values concerned. According to informants, religious conversion is done because it is the most rational and pragmatic action as a solution. The purpose of these actions is not solely for reasons of love but more for administrative reasons, namely that the marriage can be carried out and legitimate both in religious law and state law.

Thus, the reason for the weakness of religious values in the family and obtaining guidance is only a reinforcing factor. Therefore, a little different from Seo said that religious conversion on the grounds of marriage is a reflection of state intervention in religious life from the religious community. Seo also said that marriage arrangements in Indonesia that prohibit interfaith marriages cause religion itself to lose its focus on building one’s piety, rather than focusing more on administrative matters. Whereas we argue that religious conversion in interfaith marriages is triggered by the shackles of state regulation, both administrative and institutional.

J. Connolly said that religious conversion is an expression of the agency, based on certain interests of the person concerned, namely marriage. The facts in Purbo show that
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religious conversion is considered as a medium that can fulfill their interests in marriage. This action is carried out because religious conversion is easy as long as there is agreement between the parties and does not cost a lot. For those who geographically live in remote areas and are not rich in professions as farmers, laborers and the private sector, the amount of the costs is considered 

This condition is different from the legal culture of the different religious groups in Salatiga, here M. Seo finds that legal smuggling is relatively religious, namely not only religious conversion but also those who do marriage abroad. This condition makes religion conversion becomes a legal culture for interfaith couples in Purbo when they are about to get married. This fact confirms the opinion of Suryana Sintang et al., that religious conversion is identical to interfaith marriage, while emphasizing that interfaith marriage is a micro field that is able to negotiate differences in beliefs in a very intimate domain, namely forming a family.

On the other hand, the religious conversion carried out by the thirteen pairs also showed that the informant's legal culture in Purbo tended to be negative adaptive. That said, because first in every marriage one bride is sincere or forced (forced) to submit to the partner's religious law which in fact is totally different, so that the marriage is legal; and both options for these actions do not conflict with Article 2 paragraph (1) of the Marriage Law, but on the other hand detrimental to the right of a person (male and female) to marry according to his beliefs. In the case of marriages of interfaith couples, women are often harmed. Adriaan Bedner and Stijn van Huis, women who are in interfaith marriages are often victims of gender-biased marital law, so that many women are harmed. Thus, the state through marital law has failed to protect the interests of women in marital and family institutions, when they choose to have different identities than most other women, namely marrying couples of different faiths.

The impact of the legal culture, causes the place of implementation and place of marriage registration to be diverse. There were 8 couples doing marriages in front of the local Moslem Leader both at the house of one of the brides and the house of the Head of Village and registering their marriage at Office Of Religious Affairs Talun, while 5 couples carried out a marriage in front of the Pastor in the Geraja (both GKI and GBI Purbo) and registered their marriage at the Office Kajen Civil Registry.

2. Conclusion

Interfaith marriage in Indonesia is prohibited, therefore the practice of legal smuggling by brides who have different beliefs at the time of marriage to obtain the legality of their marriage in Purbo shows that the number of women converts religion to their partner's religion, namely 12 women, with details as follows: The following: 8 women converted to Islam and 4 women converted to Christianity, while only 1 man followed his wife's religion.

The majority of couples in this region interpret love as the key to opening the gates of marriage and at the same time showing a shift in the meaning of marriage from having to a believer to not having to believe as long as love and tone of closeness. They also interpret that marriage is a matter of destiny and the power of God as well as life choices. When marriage is defined as a destiny and the power of God is used as the basis of justification, then the conversion of the beliefs of the couples of different religions during marriage is considered normal.

The practice of converting this belief shows that the legal culture of couples is different in their beliefs when they are about to carry out marriage tend to be negative adaptive. The magic words “in the name of love” are not the main factor that encourages a person to convert his belief in marriage, but rather their rational and pragmatic considerations. Conversion of faith wrapped in magic words “in the name of love” is basically a product of social construction that is full of patriarchal culture. As a result, in the implementation of the marriage the majority of the beliefs of the bride were “forced and forced” to be converted in accordance with the husband's beliefs. This was done with the aim of getting the marriage legal, both religious and state law.
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